
 

 

Portsmouth Historical Society 
Strategic Planning Team 

 
Meeting notes – Nov 22, 2019 

 
Attending: 
Rich Talipsky, Anne Northup Burns, Gary Gump, Jim Garman, Dave Faucher, Dave Duggan, Craig 
Clark, Nancy Crawford 
 
Facilitator: Jon Howard 

 
1. Interview status 

We checked in on how many interviews had been completed. We have about 16 or so in hand 
and expect to complete the remainder by the end of December. Send all notes to 
jon@ceffect.com. 
 

2. Peer organizations for comparison 
Jon will prepare a side-by-side comparison of other historical organizations based on 
information available on the internet, primarily their IRS 990s. We agreed to include: 
 
Jamestown HS 
Little Compton HS 
Bristol HS 
Varnum Memorial Armory/Varnum 
Continentals (East Greenwich) 

Fall River HS  
Warwick HS 
Wickford HS 
Weathersfield, CT Historical Society 

 
3. Feedback and discussion of our vision 

At our last meeting, we envisioned programs that engaged many different partner 
organizations in developing and promoting joint events. Since then, interviewees from the 
community have expressed a lot of readiness to work with PHS. State Rep Terry Cortvriend 
called Anne to talk about a possible new event after being interviewed. 
 
We elaborated some of the goals for events 

• Drive participation and membership 
• Create a sense of community 
• Offer a variety of types: lecture, genealogy, etc. 
• Address identified themes and topics 

 
We agreed that the key barrier is the lack of someone willing and able to organize and 
manage programs. We discussed possibly hiring someone. We also identified a wider need to 
create an overall organizational chart with job descriptions for potential volunteers to fill. 
 



 

Museum building 
Feedback from interviewees has been somewhat skeptical about the potential to make the 
Museum attractive to visitors. Some elements contributing to this impression: 

• Informants don’t know what the Museum is preserving or its value. 
• An impression that the Museum is dark and does not tell a story. 
• Competing attractions and options, especially for families with children. 
• The very high cost of renovations. 

 
Although we have discussed a range of ideas about renovations to the Museum building, the 
only options actually costed so far are the ADA bathroom planned for the ground floor and 
the cost of providing year-round HVAC to the ground floor, which Craig has estimated to be 
$50,000. 
 
Museum collections 
As discussed, we know the PHS collections are scattered and that we don’t have an overall 
sense of what PHS has. Nancy has made strides in organizing it all, but progress is very slow. 
Ultimately, we would like to have the entire inventory cataloged in the Past Perfect software 
PHS owns.  
 
At our last meeting we agreed to undertake an initial assessment of the collection. Since 
then, Morgan Grefe at RIHS has offered to visit and take a look at what PHS has as a first 
step. Paul Kochis has identified a program that might provide and/or pay for an expert, in-
depth assessment. 
 
Craig has also been in discussions with faculty at Roger Williams and has learned that they 
can refer students whom we could pay to begin cataloging items in Past Perfect. 
 
We agreed to invite Morgan Grefe to look at the Museum and the collection. 
We agreed that Craig should get cost estimates from Roger Williams (would this require a 
visit for someone to assess the work needed?) 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 


